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Hatch proposed as graduation speaker
Petitions available
for student input ·
By ERIKA

HlRAMATSU .

Dean Kristine Strachan
has proposed Senator Orrin
Hatch (R-Utah) to be this
year's graduation speaker.
Senator Hatch, who has
served in the U.S. Senate for
ten years, is Chairman of the
Senate Judiciary Committee.
"There is no one who is Orrin Hatch _
more knowledgeable on the
st:ite of the judiciary;' Dean Strachan said.
The Dean is requesting student input through
petitions, which are available for graduating students at the SBA office and at Assistant Dean
Wilson's office. Graduating students may vote yes
or no in an advisory referendum. If students reject
Senator Hatch, a faculty member will be selected
instead.
A graduate of Brigl;iam Young University,
Senator Hatch received his law degree from the
University of Pittsburgh.

Students·say ·1aw ·s chool needs to improve reputation
By FRED

HAGEN

In a recent issue of the National
jurist, USD law was rated one of the
top 50 law schools in terms of student
satisfaction. We decided to do our
own informal survey and ask some
graduating students to share their
insight about law school and suggest
ways to make things better.

Records office

Almost every student we talked to
praised the records office. "I was
pleased with the personal attention
from records and admissions; this was
new to me," Rich Ames said.
"The records office knows your
first name," Karla Goltman said. "They
are the bloodline of the school. If you
really want to know what is going on
with professors and classes, talk to
them." ·

Assistant Dean Wilson

Another bright spot mentioned
was Assistant Dean Carrie Wilson. She
"is always available," Tiffany Lena said.
-"[Carrie) is a good suggestiongiver," Gollman said. "She was helpful
in planning my joint degree. "

Faculty

Students also said the law school
has some excelle nt faculty. "The professors I've had are knowledgeable and
bring real world experience into the
class." ·Goltman said,

"The best class I had in law school
was Sexual Discrimination with
Professor Foster. She listened to students and asked questions you could
actually answer," Inna Shapiro said.
Other students said some faculty
needed improvement.
"With some
professors, it's not worth going to
class," LL.M. stUdent Kelli Morton said.
Morton knows of a class where,
two years in a row, the person who
earned the highest grade never went to
class. "It seems like professors should
be able to provide more insight than
that," she saiµ.

Administration

Many students ··tom.p lained
about the attitude of the law school
administration. "We don't really
have an opportunity to speak to
the Dean," Goltman said. "She
doesn't seem to be as concerned as
she should be. There needs to be
more a sense that the administration is ' doing something for us,
instead of at us."

Financial burdens

But uppermost on graduating
student's minds is the financial
crunch many third-years are feeling. "Demands on law students
are so huge," Inna Shapiro said.
"Almost everyone I know is working during school to avoid more
debt."
"I feel trapped because of the

amount of money I owe," Rob Moore
said.

Reputation

One thing many students said
would help in the job market is
improving the reputation of the' school.
"Schools who charge this much
tuition in other states have better reputations," Shapiro said. '~It would be
nice if we had some prestige or ability
to get a job."
Many students said the administration isn't working hard enough to
improve the law schools reputation.

"There seems to be a lack of direction
and 'motivation from the Dean," Bill
Kuebler said, "You don't get the sense
USD is on the march."
· Mike Connor said that improving
the school's reputation should start at
home. "We are not going to become a
top-tier school until alumni are taken .
care of," he said. "It's not going to
happen until all departments treat first- .
year students with respect."
Kuebler concurred, "You wouldn't
believe the number of students I hear
See Student survey, page 2
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Reservo·ir Dogs ''heading" for victory
The Resevoir Dogs: (Front row,
from left) Jim Ballard, Cesar Luna,
Dan Park, Martin Eisenberger,
Luigi Grandi, Gernot Tripcke, Brian
Blat, Olivier DeChamps; (back row,
from left) Scott LaSalle, Alexis
Gutierrez, Ben Moore, Carlo
Massini, Simon Loli, John
Williamson, and Steve Freelove.
Not pictured are: Rudolpho
Perrino, Bob Karwin, Truong Dinh,
Lance Blundell, Mark Aldrich,
Andy Fisher, and Edson McClellan.

Continued from page 1

walking around saying, 'I hate the
school' and 'I'm never going to give a
dime."'
"If the rest of the school treated
students like the records office,"
Connor said, "we wouldn't have a
problem."
Ames said there have been efforts
to improve the school. For example,
the Moot Court Board secured federal judges for its competitions, he-said.
And the University paid for a new
computer lab. Also, librarians are
putting together a two-credit class in
advanced research.
But Kuebler said, "I don't get .the
sense that they are looking at ways to .
improve the schooi."
· Connor suggested students . be
given faculty advisors like in ·medical
school. Or students could petition for
faculty advisors in a certain practice
area. "That would focus faculty on
what students come for-getting
jobs," he said. The goal of the school
shouldn't be just academic excel"Students with
lence, he said.
$100,000 iri debt who don't have a
job are in trouble."
Connor said with so many toptier faculty, some of whom are sitting
judges, it would be nice to draw on
their experience, jnstead of just having them teach general subject-;.

Self-help

There are also things . students
can do to help their job prospects.
Goltman suggested stud~nts gear
their education toward marketing
themselves for a job. "Clinics- any
student who has an oppo_rtunity
should do them," Goltman said. "A
lot of people are worried about getting into bar classes, but for people
who don't get a law job over the summer, clinics are something you can
bring to the job."
·- "The clinic program is excellent,"
Morton said. She said the administration should consider making more
clinics available _to give students a
chance to get practical experience.
Another suggestion is to get a job
while attending law school. "I've
learned more working on the job
than f have at school," Morton said.

U~D Debate
Volunteers needed

USO students wishing to partjcipate
in the Presidential debate, October
16, will have an opportunity to volunteer in a number of areas.
To participate:
1) Be enrolled as full or part-tini.e
USD student September 1996
2) Pick up a Volunteer application at
either:
USD Student Employment Center
University Center Information Desk
. Copely Library
Office of Conimunity Service-Learning
3) Fill the application- out clearly
4)Return to Barbara Peterson,
UC161
If you have any questions you may
contact th~ USO Public Relations
department, -Maher Hall 262

Photo courtesy of Ben Moore

The Reservoir Dogs, in their
second season of fierce competition in the San Diego County Bar
Soccer League, are USD's soccer
ambassadors. Five games into it,
the squad sits in third place overall. · ~ach Saturday morning finds

the Dogs in full contact with members of San Diego law firms and
schools; U.S. marshalls, and even
pollce officers.
The .Reservoir Dogs wish to
give ;;i shout out to their
omnipresent sideline gurus, Kari

Keidser and Erica McFarquar, without whom the team would be
incomplete. With two-thirds of the
season yet to be played and the
team chemistry "simmering down,"
the Reservoir Dogs aim to vie for
the championship trophy in July. -

Financial Aid alert for th~ . upcoming year
By EYDIE

Work study

KAUFMAN

1befolfowing is a. guide to htdp students asses~ .where they should be in
regard to the financial aid application
process. ' For further information, call
the Financial Aid Office at 260-4570.

Students who want Federal Work
Study: for, tlle·~new school year should
stdp J>y. fi~ancf.al aid and get a
Prelirrifoaty FWS application. · Financial
aid automatically determines all other - .
scholarships through the school.

If you will need financial aid this
fall, be sure you've picked up and sub- Summer school
mined either an FAFSA or a renewal
Summer students should take out
FAFSA. They must be submitted soon private or alternative loans, because
hecause the pfiority date was March 1. .. fed~ral !oans are not . d!sp(!rs.~d . a.s .
, Financial 'aid fild ·
b~· C'om ;~·'',..•·pfomptty"of·''efffciently:::.:''1\.ppJkatioris' ·'·
pl'ete. oy )urie'-3, i996 ·of' stGdents fo.af-::'.'\fd.f~tyiifl°'!?¥{!i1d6i ''Cin;"'B~::'''Bl5fainecf···•
,
incur a deferment fee of $60. If you through financial aid.
cannot meet the deadline, stop by
fina~cial aid an_d ask to sign a One Pay
Study ·abroad program
Contract, which will allow you to defer
Students planning to study abroad
without penalty. Also, it is important should note that all progi:ams must be
to note that government shutdowns paid in full 30 days before the classes
have caused processing delays, so the start. No waivers or deferments are
financial aid office has not received as granted, unless authorized by Professor
much information as usuaL
Lazerow.

mlist

A message from the President

Law school credit for bu$iness course$?

By MARK DAVIS
Student Bar Assodation President

A hot topic
being kicked around
by the faculty is the
ability of law students to take busi. ness school courses,
which count toward
their law school degree. I'll try to
explain this as simply as I can.
There are two levels of tuition at.
the University: part-time CU or fewer
units) and full-time (12 or more units).
Currently, a law student.can take nine
law school units and be charged parttime tuition, while concurrently taking
three business school units, for a total
of 12 units. Business school units are ·
charged separately. But because the
first 11 units are· paid by law school .
part-time tuition,_only the remaining
unit is billed, for around $550.
The way the math works out, students save about $2,500 this way. But
because the business. units a~e transferrable as JD. units, these part-time
students are really getting full-time
credit.
However, when the law school .

makes its budget, it calculates how
many full- and part-time students it
. has, to determine incoming revenue.
The numbers get skewed by those
students who are being billed for part-·
time tuition but are getting full-time
credit. In essence, the University
loses $2,500 every time a· student
employs the aforementioned strategy.
Thus, the faculty is seeking ways
to recoup the losses. One option is
to admit more students to inake up
for the lost revenue. This option is
- opposed by many; as it will increase
the student/tea!=her ratio.
The second option is to make
business school classes revenue-neu-'
tral by charging the same as thtf law
school. Thus, if you end up with
twelve u·nits, business classes or not,
·you are a full-time student and will be
charged accordingly: This is probably
the option which will be approved.
The third option is to eliminate
law school credit for non-law classes
altogether. I personally disfavor t_his
option as I believe there are valuable
courses in the business school which
are sufficientirrelated to the law and
have some nexus to an ·individual's
future as a lawyer.

Private loans

Students planning on using private
loans shouldhave submitted applications by March 1st. These loans are
distributed in ope shot and should
arrive about 30 days before classes . .

Federal loans

Students opting for federal loans
should have designated so on their
FAFSA/Renewal FAFSA. However, fed.e ra I loans. are distributed in two disbursement5·and will not show up until
10 '<lays -before classes begin.
·
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Lou Kerig Competition brings federal judges to USO
Judge Fletcher addressed members of
the Women's Law Caucus and their
Four students argued before a dis- ·
guests at a standing-room-only receptinguished panel of appellate court
tion in the Faculty Reading Room..
judges in the final round of the Lou
Judge Fletcher still lives in Seattle
Kerig Criminal Law Moot Court
where she worked with the firm of
Competition in 0race Courtroom on
Thorgrimson, Ellis, Holman, and
April 12. Judges Betty Fletcher and
Fletcher from 1959-1979-. She was
Stephen Reinhardt, of the Ninth
appointed to the Ninth Circuit directly
Circuit Court of Appeals, along. with
from private practice in 1979 by _
Justice Richard Huffman of California's
President Carter, and received the
Fourth District Court of Appeal, preABA Margaret Brent Women Lawyers
sented top honors to third-year stuAchievement Award in 1992. Soon
Photo by Catherine Trzos
dent Steve Nelson at an awards cereafter her appointment to the appellate
mony following the arguments.
named Best Oralist for his perforfrom Peru to Australia. The hypothetbench, Judge Fletcher made time to sit
Nelson will receive a free Bar/Bri bar
. ical defendant was seized in the South as a trial judge to supplement her
mance in the first round on April' 10.
review course for his exceptional perPacific, tried and convicted under ·
Twenty second- and third-year
already vast experience.
formance.
students presented appellate arguAmerican drug faw, but acquitted .of a
In addition to judging the Moot
The judges also award~d second
ments addressing two issues·of first
. · related conspiracy.
Court Competition, Judge Reinhardt
place to Donna Lee Schubert Alison
impression to .the moot United States
. Students argued whether-Que
spoke at a brunch bosted by the Moot
Cohen took third, followed by Brent
Supreme Court. The fact pattern was
Process requir~s some connection to
Court.and Law Review Boards on
Triff in fourth place. · In addition, the
loosely-based on a·case currently at
the United States before a defendant
Saturday morning. He was appointed
Moot Court Board presented awards
trial° in a San Diego Federal District
may be prosecuted under domestic
. to the Ninth Circuit by President
to Ann Linnehan and Donna Lee
Court. The problem placed a defendrug laws. While the Supreme Court
Carter in 1980 and sits in Los Angeles.
dant on a fishing boat loaded with
Schubert for submitting the best
has not addressed the issue, a fairly · Judge Reinhardt graduated from Yale
over seven tons of cocaine.en route
appellate briefs. Ernest Bell was
clear split has developed between
Law School in 1954 and has served as
courts iri the Third and Ninth Circuits.
a member of the United States
A second issue asked whether a
Co_mmission on Civil Rights and the
judge may enhance a sentence based
Los Angeles Police Commissio~.
on conduct which a jury has acquitThe remaining final round judge
ted. · The Ninth Circuit is alone among is a familiar face to USO students.
the appellate courts in saying a senJustice Huffman teaches Criminal Law
tencing judge may not consider
and Criminal Procedure as an Adjunct
acquitted conduct.
Professor at the Law School and was
This competition marked the culnamed "Professor of the Year" in
mination of the Moot Court Board's
1991. He is a former District Attorney
and wa11 honored as "Prosecutor of
effort to renew a tradition of hosting
the most distinguished jurists available
the Year" in 1984.
for USD's Moot Court Competitions.
Approximately sixty students and
For the first time, a Superior Court
faculty members attended the final
Judge presided over each semi~final
argument and reception that followed.
round panel. This competition also
All seemed to have a good time. The
marked the first time two Ninth Circuit judges shook many hands and gladly
judges
answered questions ·from students arid
sat on single panel. InterestPhoto by Catherine Trzos
ingly,
Judges
Fletcher
and
Reinhardt
·faculty
alike.
Judge Betty Fletcher of the Nith Circuit Court of Appeals takes time to
have
written
on
both
issues
presented
The
Moot Court Board extends its
spe(lk with students Emily Millar, right, and Tom Flattery and an 'unidentiin the problem.
sincere thanks to all who helped
fied law sfudent, left, at a reception held by the Women's Law Caucus.
Before the competition on Friday,
make the competition a success.
By TOM

FLATTERY

1

' From left:
Justice Richard
Huffman and
-Judges Betty
Fletcher and
Stephen
Reinhardt pre"
side over the
April 12 Moot
Court Competition in Grace
Courtroom.

Lou Kerig Criminal Law Appellate
Moot Court Competition winners:
First Place Steve Nelson
Second Place Donna Lee Schubert
Third·Place Alison Cohen
Fourth Place Brent Triff
Best Brief, Petitioner Donna Lee Schubert
Best Brief, Respondent Ann Linnehan
Best Oralist Ernest Bell

Photo by Jackie Hamilton

From left: Winners Brent Triff, Alison Cohen, Donna Lee Schubert, and
· Steve Nelson pose with Judge Reinhardt,. Judge Fletcher, and Justice
Huffman at -the Criminal Law Moot Court Competition.

Winters Competition winners chosen
First-year students competed in the final round of the Winters
Competition in Grace Courtroom last Tuesday, judged by Blaine Bowman,
Dan Silverman, and Donald Vaughn. The winners were:

Lori Selzer, First Place Charlie Jones, Tbird Place
Don Martin, Second Place Erin l)riscoll, Fourth Place
The finalists had advanced from the semi-final round last Monday at the
downtown San Diego County Courthouse. Winters Competition competiors
are selected from the best first~year Lawyering·Skills II oral arguments . . This
year's competitors were Kimberly Huang, William Witt, Stephanie Vilicich,
Erin Driscoll,. David Anet, Lori Selzer, Shaun Morey, Jennifer Kurian, Paul
Ware, Jessica Lobis, Luisa Bigornia, ·Matthew Denham, Charles Jones,
Zachary Pelchat, Elizabeth Crunkleton, Don;,ild Martin, Kristle DiamondJ
David Lopez, Kazoua Cha, and Barry Wilson.
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Can you see if
MOTION6 is doi08 anythi08
which will potentially create
l l r .;liability for the University?

FROM THE EDITOR

Please excuse our dust

We are on a mission to serve you

"The University of San Diego is a community of scholars
committed to the pursuit of truth, academic excellence and
advancement of knowledge of liberal arts and professional
programs ....
The University welcomes and respects those whose lives are

Ask n~. ~,,

different look to this and the previous issue. In the future, we
are considering publishing the paper more like a magazine
and possibly coming out twice a month. We may even have a
contest to change the name.
Last month, the Dean threatened to kick Motions off campus if we didn't submit to prior review. The previous -editor
had agreed to prior review in return for the staff getting prF'
ority class registration. We thought that deal was inappropriate and that prior review was not in the best interest of our
readers. However, leaving campus would not be in the best
interest of our readers either. And we learned that editors in
the past had submitted the paper for review, so we agreed to
limited prior review to protect the school from liability, without accepting priority registration.
In the past, many readers have seen Motions as serving
the interests of the staff and writers of Motions . . We want to
change that. We will work hard to achieve our new mission:
~erving the students, faculty, and staff of the law school.
. We assume people act in their own interest. · In an open
market like the computer industry, people serve their own
interests by serving customers. But law school is not an open
market. Administrators and professors can serve their own
interests in ways that aren't beneficial to students. Motions
can provide students a way to hold the law school accountable. And by reporting on student problems, Motions can
give the faculty and administration information to better serve
their customers-the students.
Motions' staff faces the same weakness as the law
school-the ability to serve our own interests without serving
our readers. In the past, students have worked on Motions
merely as a way to add to their resume, earn easy money, or
send messages to friends. One year, the staff even changed
the name of the paper to The San Diego Law Journal.
We want students to be proud of their school paper. We
think it our duty to help make the law school a better place
by providing value to our readers, reporting fairly and accurately, and creating a sense of community at USO.
,
Tell us what you think. Next year we will survey our
readers for ideas and criticisms to find out how we can make
the law school newspaper more valuable. In the meantime,
call us at 260-4600 ext. 4343 if you want to be a part of this
effort. We need all the help we can get.

e
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formed by different
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and to their
an atmosphere
of open discussion essential to libe;al education." - · . '
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The benefits are obvious,
numerous, .and far-reaching
By

IAN KING

_

schools. When asked about employer reactions
to Order of the Coif, Benson expl~ ined law students will now be members in the·same 'club'
that the employers are members in. "Employers
always look for commonalities when hiring."
Dean Strachan intends to publicize the new
honor as much as possible. T'!e Dean intends
to do so by way of public relation bulletins,
mailings, newspaper stories, as well as word-ofmouth.
'Order of the Coif promises to have farreaching effects for all students, It will not only
increase the weight of USO law degrees, raise
the prestige of the school, entice more quality
faculty, and bring in high- caliber students, but
will also increase job opportunities, raise starting salaries, and broaden the breadth of USO in
the legal community.
USO is a competitive school whether by
way of the clinics, Moot Court, scholarly writings of professors, or graduates' achievements.
Order of Coif is a major step in the direction of
becoming a top-tier school, as well as being an
added distinction; which will help all students.

In March, the law school was officially
admitted to Order of the Coif. However, many
students are skeptical about the supposed benefits it will have for them. While most students
understand the honor which has been bestowed
upon the school, many are doubtful that the
school's award will help them get a job.
First, students roughly in the top ten percent of the graduating class will be aw~rded
Order of the Coif at this year's graduation ceremony. In addition, Dean Strachan says awards
will be made retroactive two years.
Second, Order of the Coif will increase job
opportunities for past, present, and future law
students, according to Dean Strachan. The
Dean explained Order of the Coif will be an
immense help for jobs, especially judicial clerkships. Dean Strachan we_n t on to explain that
Order of the Coif will be particularly beneficial due to firms and
judges who do not commonly hire
USO graduates, becoming aware
that USO School of Law was given
Last month,'Motions printed a report that the Barcelona
the national honor; which illustrates
program was not accredited due to papers turned in late by
USO is held to the highest standard
Professor Lazerow. However, the Study Abroad office said it
of excellence in legal scholarship
was told by the ABA no further papers were necessary, but,
and teaching.
upon sending additional papers later, the office was informed
Susan Benson, the director of
such
papers were late and would preclude accreditation.
Career Services, concurred with
Anyone with questions should see Coordinator Cindy King
Dean Strachan. Benson explained
in the Study Abroad office next to room 3A.
that Order of the Coif will have an
·effect on present law students due
One ef our goals at Motions is to do the utmost to report fairly
to the entire law school reputation
and accurately. lf you believe we were in error, please call ..is at (619)
being improved. USO will be dis260-4600 x4343.
'
tinguished from many other law
"

Correction
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Grading policy fails to address
sarily correlative-nor is either one an
adequate predictor of success as an
Let's talk grades.
attorney. Professor Kelly's response
More importantly, let's talk
that this policy is design'e d to keep
"mandatory grading" policy, or even
students with little chance of success
more importantly, "mandatory fail
from wasting their time in law school
rates."
is based on ·faulty assumptions and
The l<iw school is looking to bettries to deflect from the real purpose
ter its bar passage rate by flunking
of such a policy,
While I don't pretend everyone
more students. I could not agree
accepted is cut out to be an attorney,
more with SBA President David
Krause-Leemon that the faculty is
· the policies being implemented will
focusing on the wrong question with
prevent gQOd people from succeeding.
regards to this new policy.
There are just too many stories about
The focus should not be on how
the law review, top-of-the-class stuthe law school can make its bar pasdent-who failed the Bar three times,
sage rates look better. Rather, the
or the class clown who wound up
question should be ·what affirmative
retiring at 3_5 with tons of money
steps we can take to help students
because of his tremend~us postsucceed. · Unfortunately, instead of
school success. _The· phone book is
focusing on impro~ing students' talfilled with successful attorneys who
struggled through law school. Flunk
ents and abilities, the failure policy
seeks to take the easy way out-,policies set by many law schools may
iniproving statistics without curing the
be nothing rnore than exploita!ion,
underlying problem. As Professor Roy designed to bring in revenue.
L. Brooks said to Motions, the faculty
Pn;>fessor Kelly says "w59 can't continU!! to take your money if you ·d on't
should look to teach more effectively,
not beat up on students by failing
have a chance to succeed." .But if a
them.
person is that unlikely to. succeed,
Professor Michael Kelly's
they should not even make it to being
response, that you can't pass' a rule
accepted. Instead of flunking out
requiring teachers to teach better
more students, why doesn't the school
because it would "limit their freedom"
raise up its entrance ·r equirements to
is unpersuasive. Passing a "rule" is
prevent these "no chance" students
not an option anyone recommends,
from coming in and wasting time and
but the school has a tight to and
money?
should require a certain level of excelThe system; as .it exists, is unfair
lence and proficiency from its faculty. _ and inappropriate. A student who
If that standard is not met, it's time for enters with .an exceptio:n;,i_bdass may~
flunk olit, yet. be more capable than .,
some new faces.
The policy and the rationale that
all the candidates in a subsequent, .
propels it has many problems, not the
mediocre class. Ccan understand
least of which is the fact that grades
wanting to preserve the §~~ndards Qf
and bar passa_g e rates are not necesthe profession, but medical schools
By EYDIE

KAUFMAN

problenis.

IN RE THE NEW GRADING POLICY
(OOI(,

By Grace Morse Brumagin

I ~THERE'S A

LOT MORE OF YOU

FAILING OUT. . . BUT YOU HAVE J::lQ ~E
TO SUCCEED.
BESIDES, THINK OF
ALL THE MQNrt
YOU'LL SAVE!

I

.YEAH.

WHAT

. A BARGAIN.

0

schools that do just that, and have
accomplish this by setting minimum
even higher
standards. If you meet the standards,
,,.. flunk rates. But, that's
you p:rss.
why I didn't go to those schools. I
Instead of trying to suppress a· ·, ,.,~\,:: .picked- USD, because I liked the attiperceived "flaw," USD -should.take',., , .. ; tude the school .presents:·"students are
pride in its students and work with
important and ·count as individuals.
them to increase bar passage rates. If Now it's time for the school to put
they accept us, they should want us
our money where its mouth is, and
to succeed, not l ake us in and say
support its students rather than failing
"sink or swim." ' Sure there are many
them.

pu1:9poses of r.e vised.·g rading rules

Rh~toric o~·scur~s

ries.bf improvements 'in USD's. rep~tati~n and the
line_where that will be rare, with_o ut deluding those
primary vti:ti~s of decline if bar results lead good
allowed to remain. Experience indicates that 75
should work be_tter than 74.5. It's a judgment call.
students to choose other schools in the future .
(And for every grade that goes down, another stu- , , The faculty considered the data and made the call.
Misunderstanding plagues discussion of the
A good'faith exercise of informed judgment seems
revised grading rules., The reasons the faculty acted dent's grade is likely to go up.) But the committee
a poor reason to revile the faculty.
may not persuade everyone, but people may find ' had ·other reasons to propose these changes; re~sons that are imp9rtant r~gar?Iess of pur bar pas, , ., ,
.Tb,i;; is nei!)ler "e,~sy" n()r a '.'way out." These
them less objectionable than the present rumors.
The committee proposed tw~ moi;Jest ch;mges
sag~ r~te: · Co~p\airit~· :\b.~ut, ~ttacki.~g the students, , , ,. are,-ampng_tbe ,l}a,r9i:;~t- de<;i~_iqn& the faculty
for two distinct reasons: ·Fi·;st, ·we founci' inequities
to improv~ bar p~ssage distr~ct ~ttention from the
· makeS:,>-secoqi:J, per~~ps; ~q putting a low gradf on
among first-year sections. Both law review and dis- real issues~ Many of the complajrits are unpe rsuaan .ex:am. ,It is hard t9; tell :Pe()ple .we have s~nt a
sive. But rebutting them prolongs the dive_rsion. .
Year teaching that tlile,y1simply clidn'.t get-it. But it
qualification varied unjustifiably. To minimtze vari.. . The c9flini_ittee co_n diicte(extensiv_e ,research ~ouk~ be crp_el, ,if nqt d.~spones~, to pretend they
ations, each section must be treated more nearly
into t~~ performance .o f o~r stqde'n~ , over ~ever~)
equally: tha~ is, all professors must submi(grades
.,did .. Profes,sqrs_ qu;~n1.boµt; st\ld.e_nts, <1-s much to~y
years.. Space lim,itations··preclude even a . sketch of
as. be(ore the r.e:vision1l:; E:;1.ch .Qf us, in he( own .
with roughly the same dis.tribution. All change~ to
the first-year guidelines, including the 65 to 71
th:,i.t data, maJ<ing debate here seem, condusory ,.,
way, strives -t9 iheJp .YcW suq:eed.
co mpared' to the hundreds of pages th_e ~otlimittee
. -Litt;le wiJI be gai0-ed:by; bickering about
requi;ement, were essential ,to_'!1ini"!ize in~qui~ies.
~e~ie_wec( It did ~dt suppo.rt. t,he assu~p~i9~ that.
. whether teathing.or: leamiogJ s, responsible for the ·
The SBA supported the_se .c hanges. .,Tl;iey dp oot
require any failing gra&~ . ';ny le\re(o( disqualifipeopf~ ·~fth 'p'o()r g'ra<le~ h~ve met ;~ome thl~imum . _bar :pa.ssage .rate• ·; Stude.nts .a.nd _pr.ofessors are in
standard and, thus, deserve grape~ high.er than the
this together. In fact, USJ)'s' success rate is imprescation and allow professors reasonab._le flexibility to
new rules allow. Rather, people near the bottom of · .·sive, especially,. when you:fook at the top 800Ai of
differe ntiate good classes from great classes.
the ¢lass. ··Appare ntly, students learn here, either
Second, we found that people with .a GP,A . \ - ~the cla1>s have very little chance of success in this .
··
because of the teaching-or·despite it. The tone of
below 75 had very limited chances' for success in ~ ·profession.
USD could "raise up [the] entrance requireaccusation now aimed at teaching seems unduly
this profession. Rather than automatically receiving
ments to prevent these 'no chance' stude~ts from
critical, absent any facts suggesting that USD profes- ·
a second chance, these ,students now must petition
coming in and wasting time and money," That
sors fail to meet "a certain level of excellence and
for readmission. In fact, the chances for students
would increase the chance that someone who
proficiency." Professors are proud of students and
just above 75 are pom. These students received
might be ·a good attorney would be de nied the
their success. The students1 too, should be proud.
the benefit of the doubt. _The revision just takes
chance to graduate. First-year grades predict sueThat does not justify complacence. Both-stuthe existing line (75) seriously.
cess better than LSAT and undergraduate GPA.
dents and professors can improve. Professors conThe committee did riot propose these changes
People with poor credentials can do ve ry well he re. stantly try to improve teaching in the ways best
simply to improve our bar passage rate. The
USD could avoid disqualifying a good attorney
suited to our personal strengths and styles, Those
changes probably will inf rease disqualification,
if
we
never
disqualified
anyone,
no
m~tter
how
bad
efforts will not slacken; rule changes do not replace
which probably will improve bar passage. Some
the
performance.
No
one
proposes
this.
But
once
good teaching. But Rrofessors do not need a rule
people probably voted for the changes for that reawe
set
a
line,
someqne
who
might
have
become
a
to tell -them to teach as well as possible. We
son. A higher bar passage rate is not a bad thing.
good lawyer might fall below it. We must set the
already know that is our duty- a nd our joy.
Students and alumni are the primary beneficia~
By MICHAEC K ELLY
Chair, Committee to Revise Grading Procedures
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other students). It's a great tool for employers who
More and more, prospective employers are
performing online searches to find-candidates who meet want the perfect candidate. ·
The LEXIS-NEXIS CAREER library contains not
specific needs. And they're searching where the best
candidates are easiest to find- in the LEXIS®-NEXIS® only the RESUME file, but also a rich collection of job
CAREER library.
pro,specting tools designed to assist you in conducting
Whether you're looking for a summer job or a
a personalized career exploration. The CAREER
library offers a variety of directories for your referenc:e,
permanent position, in private practice or in the .
including th~ Martindale-Hubbell®Law Directory,
government sector, putting your resume in the
Martindale-Hubbell®and LEXIS®Student Directory
the LEXIS Employer Directo.ry, Judicial Clerkship
(RESUME file) is equivalent to sending your resume to . Directory, Public Interest Directory, Federal Staff ..
Directory, Judicial Staff Directory, Congressional Staff
hundreds of law firms througbout the country - in a
Directory, and much more. When it comes to your
matter of seconds. The Martindale-Hubbell and LEXIS
future, only the best.will do: the LEXIS-NEXIS
· Student Directory is easy to use - and best of all, it's
FREE. All you have to do is input key information
CAREER library.
It's your time. It's your money. It's your grades. It's
about yourself. You select the information you wish to
your future. For additional inforp-iation; contact your
provide, and can update or delete your personal listing
LEXIS representative, or call 1-80Q-45-LEXIS. ·
any time. It's accessible only by potential employers (not

LEXIS®
·NEXIS~.
<$... :\
.

n w mhl"f <>1 t hr

lh-l·,t l·.l"l"\ la pll

~ 1.n1p

'

l.F XIS, N F X I~ .md :-..1.1r1111d.1k-H11hhdl ,\fl' fl'!.!,l\(l'l'l'li lr.ldl'lll,lrk ... of RL'l' ~I n . . l'\"itT Propt: rriL'S l11l·.. ll~l.'d 11i1Lk·r li1.'l'll~l'.
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Law student elected to National BLSA·
By THOM HIPKE

and

DELORESVjEFFERSON

USO law student Tamela Choma (2L) has been
elected to the Western Regional Director position of
the National Black Law Students Association for the
1996-1997 apdemic year. She is the first USO law
student to hold a National office on the NBLSA
Executive Board.
"I feel fabulous about [the position] but I hope I
won't be the last from our school," said Tamela.
"My goal is to increase USD's BLSA's participation
withip the regional and national organization." She
also says she is committed to enhancing "the politi·
cal power of the Western Region."
Tamela ran for the office at the Western Regional Convention February 15~ 18, in Oakland, where
she gave a 15-20 minute presentation followed by a
·20-minute question and answer period. She won
the election and was then sent to the National

Convention in
Mirineapolis, MN,
where she was ·
ratified and
sworn in by the
National body on
March 13-17.
As Westei:n
Regional
Director, Ta-mela
will serve and
address the concerns of the
black law students throughout Alaska, Arizona,
California, Hawaii, Oregon, and Washington. She
will have general executive authority over the business .and activities of the western region and will be
responsible for implementing nationally-mandated
projects and organizing regional conventions includ-

ing next year's. national convention is in Las Vegas,
Nevada.
Tamela will also represent the western region
within local, regional, and national legal communities by serving as a non-voting Board member and/
· or delegate in such organizations as the California Association of Black Lawyers, the American Bar
Association, the Congressional Black Caucus, and
local chapters of the National Bar Association.
Tamela's first -activities as the We~tern 'Regional
Director will be to attend the NBLSA National
Leadership Meeting at Harvard University June 7-9,
followed by the Regional Leadership Meeting at
Boalt Hall on June 15-16. .
This year Tamela held the office of USD's BLSA
PresidenL She also served as the 1995-1996 NBLSA
Western Regional Community Service Director,
becoming the first USO law student in a regional
office.

Alumnus McDade an attorney of all trades ·
By BELINDA ETEZAD RACHMAN

Before he became entertainment
mogul Bill Silva's attorney,]. Michael
McDade had accomplished many
things. By the time he graduated
from USD's law school in 1968, he
had already been an insurance
adjuster, a tea.c her at St. Augustine
High School, and had earned a degree
in International Affairs from
Georgetown University.
It was a long and winding road
which led McDade from being a Law
Review Associate Editor, failing the
bar twice due to overwhelming family
and work commitments, -becoming the
youngest person to be Disciplinary
Vice-Principal of his high school, managing Pete Wilson's and Roger
Hedgecock's mayoral campaigns and
Susan Golding's City Counsel campaign, to becoming a partner at
Sullivan Wertz McDade & Wallace.

Career plans adjusted

Michael was already married with
one child when he graduated from
Georgetown. He returned to
California not knowing what kind of
work he would do. To support his
family, he took a job as an insurance
adjuster. He was working with quasilegal topics whe n his boss ~uggested
something Michael had never considered- going to law school.
Around the same time Michael
was accepted to USD law, his high
school principal tele phoned him and.
suggested he take over the class of a
teacher who had just died. Thinking
teaching might give him more flexible
hours to work around law school, he
accepted the position. Michael only
applied to USD because it offered the
only evening program for law.

High school teacher by day,
law school student by night

Michael t_a ught school, coached
basketball, dabbled in politics, went
to law school and was a family man.
It took him four years to get through
school and he found that his exposure
to other evening students was a big
part of his education. His favorite
teachers were Constitutional Law professor Joe Darby and, "A TRUE- professor and someone I respect a great
deal," Contracts professor Frank
Engfelt.
'

area for those who are interested in
pursuing a career in this field. If students want to intern in this area they
will have to go to Los Angeles.

From trial work to politics

· After finally passing the bar
Michael hung a shingle. His practice
evolved over the years. Starting out
doing criminal law, he did a I,ot of
trial work-everything from parking
tickets to a murder case. In those
days lawyers could obtain indigentcriminal defense work by convincing
court clerks. that they would be
responsive to their clients' needs.
Michael said law school did not
totally prepare him to be a lawyer. It
taught him critical thinking skills, but
he le4rned most of what he needed
on the job. By the end of his first ' year of practice, he felt competent as
a lawyer.
As time went on he broadened
his practice. His ex-students started
coming in with divorce problems,
new business start-ups and personal
injuries, so Michael taught himself
what he needed to know in these
new areas. He handled pro bono
referrals for Legal Aid to get additional
family law experience. But his practice was eventually built through his
incredible amount of civic a11d political activities.
·
Because of all his involvem~nt in
local ·politics, he is a. well-known figure in political circles. It took about
te n years for Michael's civic work to
translate into cases walking _through
his door. Today a major part of his
practice comes from referrals by people who know and trust him in another capacity, that of civic leader.
Michael was quick to point out that in
order to stay in business, a lawyer
must "develop a reputation first
ainong the .clients you handle. Do ·a
· good job for them and that becomes
your major source for referral."

Start in entertainment law
makes a Scene

Michael's entertainment law prac- ·
tice evolved when clients involved in
the entertainment business needed
legal he lp in negotiating contracts·,
securing leases or appearing before
the government. Representing the
non-entertainme nt business of his
clie nts grew "into the fun of being
able to do some of the e ntertainment
aspects as well."
In 1984 _the producers of "Street
Scene" were having trouble getting
their alcohol license from the city.

Lawyers are human, too

Dabbling in the entertainment,
criminal, family, and personal
injury law fields- and more, J.
Michael McDade taught high school
while attending law school here.
The idea of a music festival in the
streets was a new one. No one had
ever seen one of these eve'n ts and a
lot of people· were not comfortable
with issuing a liquor license. Michael
helped convince the Alcoholi~
Beverage ComroI Department that .
, there were reasonable conditions to
w~ich all parti~s could agree, and he
helped get the license. He also
worked with the city to ensure that
those who work and live in the area
of the event will have access, negotiated the entire renewal of the event
with the city, and still gets a call
sometimes to handle related legal
issues arising from the event.

Facing the Planet and
finding a place for Pops

· Mkhael's office faces the new ·
Planet Hollywood, whose liquor
license he acquired before they
opened. Currently, he is working
with concert promoter Bill Silva to
find a. new venue for the. Summer
Pops, since the Republican
Convention has chased everyone out
of the downtown area. While his
e ntertainment law practice only makes
up 10-15% of his business, this is
some of the fun stuff that has a glamour that "normal" law practice doesn't_
have. Michael warns that San Diego
is not a hotbed of activity for. entertainment law and is not a growing

MiChael loves being a lawyer,
even when the state bar journals are
reporting that many lawyers don't like
their work and are discouraging their
children from entering the profession.
"It can be an extremely rewarding
field. But don't ever let law consume
you to the point where you cease
being a human b eing. A lot of times
· your other interests will open up
. areas of the law that are more interesting than what you are doing at the
moment." To illustrate, he points out
the two periods of his law career
when he shut down his office and
became Chief of former mayor Roger
Hedgecock's staff, first from 1978-1979
when Hedgecock was County Supervisor, and again from 1983~ 1985
when Hedgecock was Mayor. Both of
. those experiences gave Michael expertise that he was able to bring back to
his legal career to expand his practice.
He advises everyone to "occasionally
step back and take another look at
what you are doing," and feels it is
very important tQ evaluate the people
you work with and determine
whether you are comfortable with
their ethics, personalities and
approach to life.
What changes would he mak~ in
the practice of law if he had a magicwand? Michael said he would get rid
of written discovery, because he
thinks most abuse by lawyers in the
practice of law is in written discovery
requests; fees are run up without
accomplishing much. Instead, he
would bypass written interrogatories
and depose key people. He would
also make more limitations on the
amount of discovery requested.
Michael believes lawyers are in
business to he lp the dient and not
visa versa. "The focus of our practice
should be the clients need so we
should always explore alternatives
before litigation." It is a lawyer's
responsibility to protect their clients
by keeping the ir costs down and settling early, he said, and it is in a
lawyer'~ best interest to serve clients
in this fashion because happy clients
provide referrals.
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Optimistic Aussie rises up from down under
By EYDIE KAUFMAN

"I try to blend in ... but I stick out,"
transfer student Vanessa Kuhlman
says. Indeed, V~nessa does stick out.
But it's more than her Australian
accent, it's her enduring, up-beat attitude that sets her apart.
Vanessa was born in Sydney,
Australia and raised in the nearby
town of Wollongong. She worked as
a real estate agent and went to night
school for an accounting degree. She
was extremely successful and had her
own house by the age of twenty-one.
Upon breaking up with her fiancee,
she decided to "do what a lot of
Australians do" and ta.ke a one year ·
vacatio n around the world.
"I decided to start with America,"
Vanessa said, "so I'd never need to
come back. " But, irony has a way of
stepping in, and while walking along
. the Grand Canyon, Vanessa decided
that it would be "fun to go to school
in Americi." After completing her
tour through the Pacific Islands,
Europe, India and Asia, Vanessa
returned to Australian and filed for
Immigration papers.

Recovery from collision
prompts lifestyle change

Upon returning to America;·
Vanessa s~ttled in Pensacola, Florida.

there's a million reasons notto do
it...1 couldn't see one."

It was there that she suffered a terri-

ble accident. While "not wearing my
safety belt," Vanessa collided with
another car at an intersection and was
thrown through the front windshield.
She received more than 100 stitches -in
her head and doctors were uncertain
as to whether she would suffer permanent disfigurement to her face as a
result of the collision. It was during
her recovery, "looking like a raccoon
with two black eyes and my hair

I

The path to prosecution

Law Student
....
--'

'

''

Vanessa Kuhlman
each day to attend school, Vanessa
. also kept busy as a volunt~er for
· WAIF (Widbey Island Animal Shelter) . .
falling out, that I decide9 it might .be
She took in pregnant, sick and abused
.time "for a lifestyle change." '
animals and "nursed them back to
Vanessa went on to attend the
health. At one time, I had 17 at my
University of Mississippi, then transhouse," Vanessa said, "but I managed
ferred to Western Washington
to find homes for every single aniUniversity in Seattle, "whe re it rains .all . mal."
the time ... all the time!" · She graduatVanessa also worked for three
ed Magna Cum Laude after only three
years at the Domestic Violence Clinic.
years, with a dual major in Political
She stopped whe~ "I went to a trial of
Science and Criminology.
a young kid (2 yrs old) who was beat. en to death ...by his dad for spilling _
A friend to animals and
milk." She nonetheless felt driven to
domestic violence victims
attend law school. "It was the one
thing I've always wanted to do and
While commuting an hour and a half

Vanessa transferred into USO from
Washington and is currently the SBA
representative for the Federalist
Society: She likes to work out and
has two cats, but her passion is horses. "That's the first thing I'm. gonna ·
buy," Vanessa insisted. She has a new
home in Bonita, which lies 25 minutes
southeast of USO.
Vanessa wants to go into criminal
prosecution. She is "definitely gonna
stay in San Diego. I like the weather. "
Vanessa said it remi,nded her of
Australia. "People were frie ndly and
you have real beaches." And, Vanessa
added, San Diego is "one of the few
places that knows what a good pub
is!"
.Vanes~a said law is "the most
exciting, people-oriented career. I'm
so happy. Not a day goes by I'm not
glad to be here. Even during finals, I
feel like I'm the luckiest person alive."
Vanessa said even though she was
successful as a real estate agent, she's
"here because I want to be." That
makes all the difference, and
, Vanessa's drive and optimism boost
up the doubting and unsure students
around her. Welcome to America,
m_ate ...see you in court!

Just who the heck is Spano, anyway?
Visiting professor
adds characters
to hypotheticals
By GRACE MORSE BRUMAGIN

The law school can usually be
COUflted on to attract quality visiting
professor.s and professor Faust Rossi is
no exception. Rossi is visiting from ·
the Cornell School of Law in Ithaca,
New York. Last semester he taught
Evidence and Civil Procedure, and
this semester he is teaching Civil
Procedure. Professor Rossi is also the
main author of the Bar/ Bri outline for
Evide nce and gives live lectures
nationwide during the summe r
months.
Rossi's USO students have nothing
but positive things to say about him.
Terri Hartman, a student in his civil
procedure class, said: "He's the best
professor I've had here. I was disappointed that he wasn't on the list of
professors to be chosen for "Professor
of th_e Year. " Another second-year
student, Bonoie Viets, candidly admitted that his evidence class was the
only class she 's taken here at USO
where she didn't miss a single day.
Rossi's stude nts become intimate
with tbe lives of Spano, Yuck!, and
the Grutz family- these are the characters which do minate all Professor
Rossi's hypotheticals. Spano and
Grutz are fictitious characters taken
from actual case names. Rossi has
been using these. characters for years
since he noticed what a great
response they invoked from the students. Professor Rossi laughed and
said, "Whenever one of these names

·f"··'.

" ... (

"'e ach class. • I like_fo think that my
do in Ithaca!" He places the students
at the University of San Diego "somecommitment and enthusiasm are contagious."
where in the middle."
Professor Rossi started his legal
Professor Rossi truly loves teachcareer at Cornell. Upon graduating
ing. He especially enjoys the student
from law school in 1960, he went to
contact and feedback. He finds it.
work for the Department of justice tax rewarding that he has made such an
division-one of the few divisions
impact on his students. He claims he
will work as long as he can, and "as
where attorneys actually were able to
' try cases. He .represented the United
States as defendant. He said that he
received "a lot of litigation experience
·without much guidance." Later, he
went into private practice with his
"I love teaching.
brother in Rochester, Nevv York.
I work hard to prepare
After working six years, Rossi's
alma mater asked if he wanted come
for each class. I like to
back to teach. He really loved the
think that my commit· · practice and hated to gi~e it up, so he
ment and enthusiasm
accepted a part-time position at
Cornell that allowed him to continue
are contagious.,,
his practice. The teaching ,bug bit
Chris Hildreth/Come/I University
him, though, and he decided to stay.
Professor Faust Rossi, visiting
· Professor Rossi has taught at
from Cornell University, spices his
Cornell for more than 20 years now,
lectures with the colorfulexploits of
and visited at several law schools both
Spano, Yuckl, and the Grutz family.
nationally and inte rnationally. These
· long. as I get positive reinforcement
include the Wadham Law, School at
appears in the newspaper, I get letters
Oxford, E~gland; the University of .
from the students." Rossi said he has
from former students from all over the
Siena School of Law in Italy; New
thoroughly enjoyed teaching here
country saying 'Hey Professor, did you · York Unive rsity Law School; a nd
because of the quality and friendliness
see what Spano did this time?"'
of the stude nts, faculty, staff, and the
Emory University Law School in
'Atlanta, Georgia.
In fact, it looks like Spano has
wonderful climate!
Comparing law students in these_
When .asked to give a few words
been up to no good in several states:
Leedam v. Spano (Pennsylvania),
of wisdorri to law students, Professor
different locations, Professor Rossi
Herberl v. Spano (Louisiana), Spano v.
Rossi said, "Lawye rs have taken a .
said the biggest diffe rence was in
New York, and most recently, he got
beating from the public. I am afraid it
their ieve"I of preparation for class.
w ill rub off on student attitudes.
into some trouble when he went into
The bigger the city, the less prepared
business with his brother- Spano
Lawyers have contributed arid will .
students generally tend to be. He
continue to contribute e normously to
Brothers Constrnction v. Leisinger.
attributes this phenomena to the_
Students say humor is one thing
amount of outside distractions availsociety despite the few examples of
that makes professor Rossi stand out
misconduct. Lawye ring is a noble
able to the students. Students at NYU
from the crowd. When asked what
profession with a grand tradition and
were generally quite unprepared ,
students have eve ry reason to be
his secret was he replied, "liove
while those at Cornell were very preteaching. I work hard to prepare for
pared "because there's nothing else to
proud of being a part of it."

-Faust Rossi
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Bob Karwin sings "Some Really Offensive Songs."

Dean Strachan? No, it's just David Krause-Leemon
sporting his new summer look (and narrating a slide
show poking fun at the university). ··

Sparky speaks! The former SBA presidential hop~ful (A.KA. Jon Cohen) grants his
first interview about the campaign. -

You will go far ...
Larissa Kosits
teaches a class as
a character from
the movie Fargo.

Showing off those legs, "Ruth Levor" (David Krause-Leemon) is
interviewed by Janet Lee as (from left) Bill Kuebler, Sara Kamman,
Larissa Kosits, and Debbie Kane picket to_release Westlaw printer.
Sounding
reasonable,
Dave Brewster
sings
"Reasonable
Man" with
Bob Karwin
(unpictl!red).
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Where else can you hear
Some Really ·Offensive Songs,

see the graduating SBA President_in drag,
his successor in tights# and a student's .
alter ego come to life? Why, at the La(w)

Revue, of course! More than 200 people
showed up on April 19 to eat, drink, and be
entertained at the event, held in the first
floor lobby outside the Writs. Programs
included skits, musical numbers, and a slide ·
show. Here are just a few of the memorable
moments-a way of singing 01:1t the school
year and sending off the ' graduating class with
a smile. Next stop... Hollywood?

Juicing
the
crowd,
emcee
Michael
Chaleff presides
over La(w) Review.

Hamming it up for
the camera, Bob
Karwin and Alison
Cohen sing "Bar
Review Nights," a
parody of a song
from Grease.

-

What a face! Sarah
Kamman's alter ego,
Larissa Kosits (left),
expresses her thoughts
in the Alter-Ego Study
Group.

Spock says,
"Live long and
pass the bar."
Todd Davis salutes
in the Star Trek spoof.

It's all in the binders! Below, Jena Kirsch (left) and Sarah Kamman (right) play
out a scene in Career Services involving "Answers to Common Student Questions."
The answers, of course, "apply only to bottom 90% students."

Never fear, the Parking Avenger (A.K.A.
Mark Davis, SBA President-elect) is here!
By his side is the lovely "Ruth Levor"
(David Krause-Leemon, graduating SBA
President), as they prepare for the show.

Photos by Paul Devine .
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R LEMING'

FUNDAMENTALS OF LAW -

First·Year Review and Advanced ~ Seminars
Be Prepared and Pass Your Final Examinations

Wfzat FYR!Advanced Seminars Will Do For You ...

• Review specific areas of Law through Outlines designed for each
area covered. This material is not available in published fonn.
• Provide Exam Approach and Checklist for each area covered.
• Provide Exam Analysis and Issue Spotting for each area covered.
• Develop Outline Organization techniques for each area covered.
• Structure-Adversary Arguments within the IRAC fonnat.
• Provide Writing Technique for each area covered.
• Outline and Analyze two final exam hypotheticals for each area
covered.
.
,

• Provide Excellent Review for Multistate Examinations.
• Most of all, train you to Write Superior Answers.
• In addition, each student will have the opportunity to Write one
Exam Hypothetical in each subject area. The completed exam
may be sent to Fleming's Fundamentals of Law, 23166 Los Alisos
Blvd., Suite 238, Mission Viejo, CA 92691, along with a blank
cassette tape and enclosed self-addressed envelope (required
for its return). The exam will be critiqued extensively through
audio cassette and returned to the student.

SCHEDULE OF CLASSES

San Diego

Handlery Hotel .

Friday, Aprl.I 26 , 1996
6 ;30 pm to 1 0 ; 30 pin

CIVIL PROCEDURE

L1vE LECTURES
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

,Sunday, Aprll 28, 1996
9:00 ary. to l:O<:> pm

Saturday, April 27 , 1996
1: 30 pm to 5;30 pm

II

CONTRACTS .1 1-U.C.C.

(Cl••• A c tion•. Dl11clo•ur&IDl•covery.
Surnrn'ary Jude:ment. Attack• on the
Verdic t , Appeal. Col lateral E•toppel.
Re• Judlcatal

(Ac.alanrnente.fDeleaatlons.
.T hird Party Beneflclarte•,
Condition•. Breac.h. Rernedl••)

TORTS

.All courses will be given at the
Handlery Hotel & Country Club.

II

950 Hotel Circle .North, San Diego.
Room .will be posted in the Lobby.

INeaUaenc.e O.fen•-· Strtct Llablllty. Vh:.artou•
Llablllty. Product• Llablllty. Nul-nce,
Ml•representatlon. Bu•ln•- Torta, Defamation,
lnv••lon or Prtva.c:y)

The Pre-Reglst:rat:lon Price 'fo·r Each Seminar Is: $50 00. •
Reglst:rat:lon at: Door (if Space Available): $55 00
Group Rate: s45oo (Group R a te available to groups of 5 or more wlto regl•ter together at least one week b' fore tlie desired seminar.)

San Diego

The Hyperlearning Center • VIDEO LECTURES
..--~.......,,..--~~~~--~~~~~~~~-.

Friday, April 26, 1996
10:00 am to 2 :00 pm

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW I I
(Pf'Ocedure. Du• Proc•••· SC.te Action.
Thlrt••nth I Fifteenth Amendrnent,
Fl...t Amendment Rlchte: Speech.
Association . . . _ _. R•ll•lon~

saturdah.~[ 4P~ri~.iR~vai1 to

Sund.ay.

Saturday.

Aprll 27, 1996
10:00 am to 2:00 pm

CORPORATIONS

Aprll 28, 1996
10: 00

am

Uc•-·

(Sale of land, R.con::llnc, Act. Ea-menc.. Proflt9 &
C-•nantll, Eq..t&able S.nltudee. Eminent Domalnl

to 2 : 00 pm

EVIDENCE

Sunday, May 5. 1996
10: 00 arn to 2:00 prn

2 pm

II

W'ILLS

3 :00 pm to 7 : 00 pm

3 : 00 pm to 7:00 pm

CRIMINAL PROCEDURE

TRUSTS

s25oo (Half Prh:e> • Reglst:radon at: Door If Space Available
All c ourses w.111 be given at The Hype rl eamlng Center, 895 0 Villa La Jolla Drive, Suite I 132, La Jolla.
,
Direction•' Take Interstate 5 North from San Diego to La Jolla Village Drive E:rclt. Make. a left off the freeway, a left at the second stoplight, a rlg'1t at Elephant Bar Entrance,
and park In the center of the parking structure behind the Elephant Bar. Walk up the stairs to the second level an<(Jollow the signs_.. to Suite I I 32 .
'
*The Reglst:rat:lon Price for Each Video Seminar Is:

Orange County
Monday, Aprll 29 , 1996
6 : 30 pm to I 0:30 pm

CONSTITUTIONAL

' Tflursday. May 2 . 1995
6 :30 pm to I 0:30 pm

6:30 pm to 10:3.0 pm

(Proc edure. D ue Proc.ee•, State :Action,
T hlrt••n thlFlft••nth Arn•ndment.
Ftrst Arnendrnent Rl•ht•: Spe•c.h.
A990C:l•tlon. P r e -. R•llalon)

EVIDENCE

II

CR1.M 1NAL

Saturday, May .o:t. 1996
5 : 30 pm to 9 : 30 pm

Saturday. May 4. t 996
5:30 pm to 9 : 30 pm

II

L1vE/V1DEo LECTURES

Wednesday, ~ay I . 1996

LAW II

REAL PROPERTY

~··

REAL PROPERTY

I

t Conc.u rr•nt lnt •re•t•. Future
l nt•re•t•. Adve rse Po•• • -IO n. C l • C lft•, Landlord/T•nant)

Sunday. May 5 . 1996
6 :30 pm' to 1 0:30 pm

Monday, May 6. 1996
6:30 pm to I 0 : 30 pm

I

(Relevancy, Opinion, Character.

Impeachment, Be•t E vtdenc.e, Type•
of Evidence. Burdens/Pre•umptlon•.

Judlclal Notice)

Vid eo, Room I

06

CONTRACTS 1-u.c. c.
( F oi-rnatl o n , O.fen•••·
T hird Party Beneflclarl••·
Breac h . Remedle•)

Video: Room I 06

CONTRACTS 11- u.c.c.

REMEDIES

TORTS II

(N_•allgence Defen•••· Strict Ua blllty.
Vlc.•rlou• Liability. Product• Uablllty.
Nul• anc e , Ml•r•p-••nt•tlon.
Bu•ln••• Tort•. D•t•rnatlon . lnva•lon
of Privac y)

s55oo •

Video,. Room I 06

ToR:rs I

(lnt•ntlo nal Tort•. Def•n•••·
N•alla•nc .-Cau••tlon
E rnph••I•. O.fen•••)

Vide o, Room I 06

All live courses will be heid at Pacific Christian College,
2500 E . Nutwood Ave. (at Commonwealth), Fullerton

II

. (acros~ fyom Cal State University F ullerton) Room 2 05

All video courses will be held in Room 106 .

$50 00 per se~inar •

Group Rate:

(G ro up Rale ava ilable to groups of 5 or more wlto re g is ter toge the r a i least on e week before tHe !le sire d seminar. )

R e gis tra tion a t Door (If Space Avallable1:

I

Sunday. May 5 . t 996
6:30 pm to I 0:30 pm

II

(Darn•a••· R••c l••lon.
· R••tltutlon. R•for matlon.
Sp• c lflc P9rformanc•)

(Clas• Act ion•.
Dl•closure/Dlsc.overy. Surnmary
Judament, Attac k• on the Verdict.
Appeal. C o llateral E•toppel .
Re• Judlcata)

Pre- Registration Gurante.e s Price & Outline:

to·10,30 pn,

CIVIL PROCEDURE

<lurl•dlc tlon. Venue. C hoic e Ot Law.
Pl••dlna•. Jolnd•r. C l••• Actlo.n •) ,

Sunday. May 5, 1996
I :00 prn to 5 :00 prn

Tuesday. May 7 . I 996
6;30 pm to 10: 30 pm

CIVIL PROCEDURE

6 .•30 pn,

(.A.•l•nmentia/Del•aatlo n•.
Third Party Ben•flc.larle•.
Condition•. Breach. R•~•dl••l

Su-n day. May 5 0 I 996
I :00 pm to 5:00 pm

(Sale of Land. Recordtna Act.
E a.•• ment•. Profit• & Ucen•••·
Covenant•. Equitable S •rvltud••·
E mln•nt Domain)

EVIDENCE

LAw

Friday, May 3, I 996

Friday, May 3, 1996
6:30 pm to I 0:30 pm

.T he R e gis tra t ion Price for Each Vide o S e minar .ls:

$45°.0

s2500

(Half Price>

All Bar Course s are Available on Casse tte Tape witfi Corre sponding Outline. Call for Information. Price $59.26 p e r S e t Clucludes Sales Ta.<l

No TAPE RECORDING PERMITTED .• No EXCEPTIONS MADE •

Course Lecturer:

PROFESSOR JEFF A. FLEMING

Entlorsed by Williston S enate D elta Tlieta Plii

REGISTRATION FORM

IPlease Type or Print)

Attorney at Law • Legal Education Consultant
For the past fourteen yeaJS, Professor Fleming has devoted his legal career
towardsthe development of legal preparatory seminaJS designed solely to aid Law
Students and BarCandidates in exam writingtechniques and substantive law.
Mr. Fleming's experience includes the Lecturingof Pre-Law School Prep
SeminaJS and First, Second and Third Year LawSchool Final Reviews. He isthe
Organizer and Lectu.rer of the Baby BarReviewSeminar and the Founder and
Lecturer of the Legal Examination WritingWorkshop. Both are seminaJS involving
intensive examwritingtechniques designed totrainthe law student to write the
superior answer. He isthe Founder and Lecturer of l.ongiShortTerm Bar Review. In
addition, Professor Fleming isthe Publisher of.the Peiformance Examination
Writing Manual, the Author of the FiJSt Year Essay Examination Writing Workbook,
the Second Year fssay Examination Writing Workbook. and the ThirdYear fssay
Examination Writing Workbook. These are available in Legal Bookstores
throughout the United States,
Mr. Fleming has taught as an Assistant Professor of the adjunct facultyat
Western State UniveJSity in Fullerton and iscurrently a Professor at the UniveJSity
of West Los Angeles School of Lawwhere he has taught for the past twelve yeaJS.
He maintainsa private practice in Orange County, California.

City: _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

State:------

Zip: - - - -- -- --

Telephone:
Law School: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Sem ester in Which Currently Enrolled : _ _ _ _ __

Seminars and Locations to b e Attended : - - - - - - - -- - - - -- -- - - -- - -- - - - Form of Payment:
0 Check ·D Money Order (Make Payable to: Fleming's Fuitdamentals ofLaw)
0 Visa
0 MasterCard
0 Discover
Credit Card#-----~-------------Driver's Lice nse #_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _

S i ~ nature:

Credit Card Expiration Date

_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __

FLEMING'S. FUNDAMENTALS OF

23 166 Los Ausos B OULEVARD

•

SUITE

238 .•

California Toll Free: I (800) LAW EXAM

•

LAW

MISSION VIElO, C ALIFORNIA

Date: - - - - - -

9269 1

7141770..7030 • ' Fax: 714/454- 8556
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Prepare for the new super Disc
By LARRY DERSHEM
Legal Research Center

A new laser disc coming down the
pike promises to have a profound
impact on your use of the computer.
The name of this new media is Digital
Versatile Disc, or just DVD. By using
more precise lasers and new techniques to compact data (see illustration), these discs will offer storage
capacities far beyond what any of
today's CD-ROMs can hold.
DVD players should first appear
sometime in late summer as a con•
sumer product for watching movies
and listening to music. The developers of the DVD wanted to insure that
the players were backward compatible
so that consumers could listen to their
existing collection of CDs on the new
machines.
·
Reports from trade magazines say
the picture quality of the DVD is much
better than VHS tape, and even out
performs movies produced in standard 12-inch laser disc format. Sound
also is guaranteed to surpass current

CDs, and ·rival what can be . heard in ·
the best movie theaters, with five discreet audio channels plus bass. This is
all great news if you happen to have
time to entertain yourself with movies
and music after studying for your real
. property final, but what benefits will
DVD have for law students and
lawyers?
The answer lies in the DVD's
tremendous storage capacity. .Around
December of this year, DVD drives
should be available for computer
users. A DVD can be either one-sided
or two-sided, and each side can contain either one or two layers. While a
current CD-ROM can hold approximately 680 megabytes (MB) of data, a
·single-sided DVD can hold 4.7 gigabytes (GB) of content. (One GB is the
equivalent of 1,000 MB.) A doublesided DVD can store 8.5GB of information, and a double-sided/doublelayered DVD could hold a whopping
17GB of data. With this kind of storage capacity, lawyers could tote
around on one disc perhaps all of the
court cases in the country!

What's new at the LRC?
New books received

Compiled by FRANKLIN A. WESTON
Senior Reference Librarian

Kennedy assassination.

13
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The ·mutli-disc tax services and
civil practice CD-ROM sets offered by
such companies as Research Institute
of America and Matthew Bender could
easily be shrunk to a single disc. This
technology will also obviate the need
to purchase huge CD-ROM towers
0.83 µm
with multiple drive arrays. In fact, if
minimum
you are about to purchase a CD-ROM
tower, you should, seriously think
about holding off on that purchase
until the DVD drives are out.
Developers are currently preparDVD
ing standards for recordable DVDs.
The recording capability will cut down
the storage space of the disc somewhat.
The write-once/read-many
DVDs will hold 3.8GB per side, and
the write-many/read~many discs will
minimum
hold 2.6GB per side. Still, this is more
than enough room to backup most
hard drives, or to store numerous
·multi-media accident re-creation The Digital Versatile Disc, bottom,
scenes for courtroom use. You will will b..e able to store up to 25 times
definitely want one of these drives. So more data than the conventionql comsta_rt saving your p~nnies now-the pact disc, top. DVDs will be available
future of law office computing is look- for audio, video, and computer data.
ing very bright.

CD

and NAFl'A: Understanding and Implementing the New Continental Law. How

NAFTA and its interaction with NAAEC
might take place and how that will affect
trade policy and practices, environmental
protection efforts, and the relationships
between Canada, Mexico, and the U.S.

.and patient choice, and draws some conclusions about the role of the doctor, the
individual, and the law-makers.

The Wages of
Inequality tn the we{fa're .
state, 1917•1942. Illuminates the ways in
MINK,

GWENDOLYN.

Motherh~d:

which a "maternalist" social policy emerged
KAPLAN, SANDRA J .. Family Violence: A cUnfrom the crucible of gender and racial poll3lJRGF$S-JACKSON, KEITH. Rape: A phlloGeneral · George Armstrong Custer.
lcal and legal guide. Covers ·an types of itics during the period between the wars.
sophlcal '11vestlgatton. Qffers a philo- Outlines event~ leadi.ng up to the Indian family violence, including child physical
sophical examination of rape by studying
uprising in Kansas in 1867 and presents
and sexual, abuse, c}1ild neglect, domestic
editpr.
MITCHBLL,
LAWRF.NCF.
. E.,
the ,co."1cept of rape; hiswry of rape la~, ' verbatim. prc>~eedii)gs fr<>m t!te _(:<>.lfrt~rp~t- · · vi,Qlen~~, .a nd el9er ~abu~' ;md negiect. , -~
Progressive. Corporate Law. Pres~ni's
and'i;,;ues that a~ise from the law of ;ape.· ' tial, transcribed from original documents.
·
affirmative goals of
KATi:, LEO.
1(1designing
corporate
CHEVIGNY, PAUL Edge of the Knife: Police
GALIE, PETER J. Ordered Liberty: A constiGotten ·
Gains:
laws that emphasize
violence In the Americas. Examines the tutional history of New York Provides Evasion,
blackresponsibility, altruism,
use of torture, deadly force, and less drastic
a comprehensive chronicle of the constitu- mail, fraud, and
and unity within the
forms of violence in six major urban centers
tional history of New York state, and its kindred puzzles of
corporation
and
in the Americas: New York, Los Angeles,
nine constitutional conventions, from its the law. Seeks to
between it and society.
colonial roots to the present.
Kingston, Sao Paulo, Buenos Aires, and
find the unqerlying
Mexico City.
principles that guide
MORRIS, THOMAS D.
GEWIRTH, ALAN.
The Community of not only the law but
Southern
Slavery
CoETZEE, J.M. Giving Offence: Essays on
Rights. Argues that the ethical require- also our moral deciand the Law, 1619censorship. Focuses on the ways authors ments logically imposed on individual sions and uncovers
1860. Offers a detailed
have responded to censorship, analyzes
action hold equally for communal instituwhat Js really at
and systematic analysis
arguments for the suppression of pornogrations and, in particular, for the supportive
stake irr crimes such as insider trading,
of cases as a means of establishing both
phy, and traces the operations of the old
state, whose chief function is to maintain
blackmail, and plagiarism.
what the doctrines concerning slavery were
South African censorship system.
and promote the universal human rights to
. and how they were implemented.
freedom and well-being.
KORNS/lilN, DANIEi.. The Music of the Laws:
DEROSA, MARSHALL. The Ninth Amendment
Afresh, original Insight Into the unique MUELLER, DENNIS C.
Constitutional and the
Politics · of Creative
HAAKONSSEN, KNUD. Natural Law and rhythms of our legal structure. Shares Democracy. Illuminates the links between
Jurlsprodence: Disparaging the funda- Moral Philosophy: From Grotius to the the theory that, like music, the laws contain the structure of democratic government and
mental right . of popular controL Scottish Enlightenment. Provides a com- a cogency and uniquely inviolate form, and the outcomes it achieves by drawing comProvides a through analysis of Supreme
prehensive guide to modern natural law
if laws are to fun<.tion as their originators
parisOns between American and foreign
Court unenumerated rights policy and
theory and sets out the full background to
intended, then they must maintain the
government syste.ms.
offers suggestions toward reestablishing
liberal ideas of rights and contractafianism,
rhythms of their conception.
American federalism as envisioned by the
and offers an extensive study of the Scottish
Ross, WILLIAM G. The Honest Hour: The
framers
of
the
Enlightenment.
LAUREN, PAUL GORDON.
Power and ethics .of time-based billing by attorConstitution.
Prejudice: The polUlcs and dlpknnacy neys. Explains how to formulate ethical
HORNE, THOMAS A.
of raQal di'scrlmlnatlori., Offers en standards for time-based billing and offers
DOMllROWSKI,
PETER.
Property Rights &
exh_austive historical record of (acial prejupractical advice about the ethics of billing
Polky Responses to
Poverty: Political dice as public policy, in international as for various types of work.
the GlobaUzatlon of
arguments
In
well as domestic affairs, with an emphasis
American Banking.
Britain, 1605-1834.
upon racil)m in the 20th century diplomacy,
ScHWARTZ, BERNARD. Decision: How the
Explains how U.S. regExamines philosophSupreme Court decides cases. . Takes a
ulators and foreign
ical links between
MACCORMACK, GEOl'FREY. . The Spirit of unique behind-the-scenes look at the
policy makers have
- individual property Traditional Chinese Law. Studies the
Supreme Court and how its Justices decide
struggled to keep pace
rights and welfare
views held throughout the centuries by the
cases.
with the internationalrights of those witheducated elite on the role of law in govization of banks.
out property.
SKOGEN, LARRY . c. Indian Depredation .
ernment, the relationship between law and
morality, and· the purpo~ of punishment.
Claims, 1796-19:10. Accentuates the disEPSTEIN, EDWARD JAY.
HUNTER, HOWARD 0.
tinction between the lofty ideals and the
Inquest: The Wan-en
The
Integrative
MACKAY, R. D.
Mental Condition
penurious, tedious reality_of the claims sysCommission and the establishment of Jurisprudence of Harold J. Berman. Defenses In the Crl,mlnal Law. Offers a tem by showing rules and p<,>licies imposed
troth. Proposes an explanation based on· Demonstrates that Berman's contributions critical analysis of'defenses within the crim- on the system to ,protect the treasury but
the concept of "political truth": the
to Russian studies, international trade law, . inal law where the accused relies on some
prevented many claims from being paid.
Commission,' sincerely c_o nvinced that the
legal history, philosophy of law, and law
form of mental abnormality as a source of
national interest would be. best served by
and religion have established him as part of defense/ negotiation.
Y1NGER,
JOHN.
Closed Doors,
the termination of rumors, and predisposed
the tradition of our greatest American
opportunities lost: The continuing
by its make-up a nd be the pressure of time
jurists.
MCLF.AN, SHEILA A.M., editor. Death, Dying,
costs of housing discrimination.
not to search more deeply, failed ti> answer
and the Law. Highlights the legal and eth- Reports on a landmark nationwide investisome of the essential questions about the
JOHNSON; PIERRE MARC. The Environment
ical dilemmas surrounding the end of life
gation of real estate brokers and landlords.
FROST, LAWRENCE A. The Court-Martial of

·check out the ethics
of attorney billing ·
·practices in The Honest
Hour by William Ross.

Take a unique behindthe-scenes look at the
Supreme Court and
how its Justices decide
cases in a book by
Bernard Schwartz.
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"CRACK-A-FAT":"-_.The Hand t>peakt> ·
Foreword and (non)editing by THOM

HIPKE

I recently asked USD's own original john-Asch-house-party-band
"Crack-a-Fat" to grant me an interview for this the last issue of Motions
for the school year. I wanted to know
if they will be playing this summer, or
ever again. I wanted to know who will
take the throne (stage) when they are
gone. I wanted to know if they put
"Crack-a-Fat" on their resumes. I did
not get the interview to answer my
questions. However, Crack-a-Fat took .
it upon themselves to do their own
interoiew and pass it on to me. I
received what follows in my mailbox...
Thom, you wanted it
you got it.
Call me •••-••••
PRINT IT.

CRACK-A-FAT
By )ON

SOUTHWORTH

The 1995-96 school year will be
remembered as the "Year of the
Crack". For this was the year that
four lads came together as a musical
entity known as Crack-a-Fat and put

USO on the musical map. From their
humble beginnings In the living room
at John Asch's house to their sold-out
performance at Shea Stadium, their
story will fill your heart with the hope
that someone will ·take their place.
The four members Jon, Brent, Will,
and Jesse sat down with Motions to
discuss their philo.s ophies on life, law
school, ... and music.

Motions: How did you guys meet?
Jon Cohen: What the hell kind of
question is that, dip shit?
Motions: Um, what Were your previous musical backgrounds?
Brent Triff: I played with REO
Speedwagon .on their 1994 "Let's pretend it's 1980 Tour". We were double
booked at the Des Moines' Sea World
Orea Ampetheatre [sic) with a touring
production of "Evita" ...

accident on the other side of the
park. ..

too crunchy or soggy ... By the way,
can you call me Starchild ...

Jesse Blythe: But of course the show
must go on ... Jon jumped in on guitar
and to avoid an unpleasant scene, we
solved the double booking by having
the Speedwagon provide the music
for the play. ..
··

Will: I play music because my idol
Rick Springfield played music. ..
remember ·"Working Class Dog"?
That's why I play music ...

Will Hurley: It kind of sucked
because of instead of my show stopping number of "She is a Dia.m ood" in
which a contemplative Juan Peron
sings of his now terminally ill wife's
political assets, I had to a melody of
"Take it On the Run" and Keep on
Loving You".

Jesse: That kind of messed with the
cohesiveness of the play, but Will and
I had found the new members of the
band we wanted to put together. ..
Brent: I didn't want to play with
·them at first because I generally don't
trust .anyone with a musical theatre
background ...
Jo_n: Brent had a bad experience
with Tommy Tune backstage at "Will
Rogers' Follies" a few years ago...
Brent: I don't want to talk about it. ..·
but ·rm still not sure I trust Jesse if
you know what I mean.
Motions: What makes you guys tick?
Why do you play music?

Will Hurley: I was playing Juan
Peron, and Jesse was playing Che
Guevara ...

Brent: I e njoy my drums ... I e njoy
playing them... Plus, I'm not the
brightest guy in the world, so whatcha
gonna do ...

Jon C: I was selling concessions at
the dolphin show when I heard that
Gary Richrath (guitarist for REO) had
he_epki\led;in a bizarre Sperm Whale

Jesse: Music is like the perfect bowl
of cereal; when you are in the groove,
it's like you've got the perfect amount
of milk on the w heat chex... it's no t

_,,.,.,:..
~~....'
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··.~·

Jon: I play music because of the endless parade of people that give me
free smack and big baggies full of
pot.•
Will and s.tarchild: That too .. .

Motions: What now for "The Crack"?
Will: Well, Brent, Jesse, and myself
are going to form a new band ... see
we're graduating and Jon isn't... Plus
to tell you the truth, we never really
liked him ...

Jon: . I'm putting together a project
with Neil Schon and Simon Le Bon ...
We'll be playing at the Excalibur
. Guenivere (sic) lounge June 24-30 in
Las Vegas ...
Motions: Lastly, who is the mysterious 5th membe.r of Crack -a- Fat?
Brent: Mike Serau
Jon: · David Lee Roth, God bless
him ...
Jesse: Tony Campenele
Will: Bradley Cain, our original keyboardist... although a strong argument
could be made for Bernie Siegan.
(end)

*Editor's note: I was not sure if this
should be printed as is or modified
due to potential content problems. I
opted to honor the graduating members of the band and print it as is.

·'·.

Fly naked!
American ads
don't always
translate well
Author unknown

Here is a look at how shrewd American
business peopk translate their slogans into foreign languages:
I. Whe n Braniff translated a slogan touting its upholstery, "Fly in Leather," it
came out in Spanish as "Fly Naked."
2. Coors put its slogan, "Turn It Loose," into Spanish, ·w here it was read as
"Suffer From Diarrhea."
3. Chicken magnate Frank Perdue's line, "It takes a tough man to make a
tender chicken," sounds much more interesting in Spanish: "It takes a sexually stimulated man to make a chicken affectionate."
4. When Vicks first introduce its cough drops on the German market, they
we re chagrined to learn that the German pronunciation of "v" is "f'- which
in German is the guttural equivale nt of "sexual penetration."
5. Not to be outdone, Puffs tissues tried late r to introduce its product, only
to learn that "Puff' ' in German is a colloquial term for a whorehouse.
6. The Chevy Nova never sold well in Spanish speaking countries. "No Va"
means "It Does Not Go" in Spanish.
7. When Pepsi started marketing its products in China a few years hack,
they translated their slogan, "Pepsi Brings You Back to Life" rather lite rally.
The slogan in Chinese really meant, "Pepsi Brings Your Ancestors Back
from the Grave."
8. Then whe n Coca-Cola first shipped to China, they named the product
something that when pronounced sounded like "Coca-Cola." The only
proble m was tl'lat the characte rs used meant "Bite The Wax Tadpole." They
later changed to a set of charac'te rs that mean "Happiness In The Mouth."
9. A hair products company, Clairol, introduced the "Mist Stick," a curling
iron, into Germany only to find out that mist is slang for manure. Not too
many people had use for the manure stick.
10. When Gerber first started selling hahy food in Africa, they used the
same packaging as he re in the USA- with the cute baby on the lahel. Later
they found out that in Africa, companies routinely put pictures o n the
label of what actually is inside the containe r since most people can .not
read .

CROSSW RD® Crossword
Edited by Stan Chess
Puzzle Created by Richard Silvestri

ACROSS
1 Concern
5 Eschewthe
scissors
9 Peachy color
14 Marge
15 Make eyes at
16 In the cooler
1.7 Longshoremen?
19 Paper money
20 Accumulate
21 Get all mushy
23 Erhard's
method
· 24 Turned down
26 Roman
wherev.<ithal •
28
the hillS
30 Be benefactor
34 Diet. label
37 Waterfront
vacation?
39 Argueda
case
41 XXXIV tripled
42 Watch displ<r;,
perhaps
43 Passenger on
the landing?

48 Epithet for
Anthony
W<r;ne
49 Junket
ingredient
50 Not so hot52 Actress Gray
54
anchor
(move secure!'/)
57 Stand at the
plate
60 Where port is
left
62 Prodded
64 In the clouds
66 Shore dinner?
68 Move
edgev.<ise
69 Mrs. Peel
70 Alternatively
71 Gotup
72 Twenty quires
73 "_lsay
more?'

DOWN,

1 Dandified
dudes
2 Troy tale
3 Chaucer
pilgrim

4 OsC:ar-winner
of 1961
5 Hero
6 Psyche
component
7 Styptic stuff
8 Fight against
9 Smart
organization?
1o The Plastic
Band
11 Liturgy
12 Escadrille
members
13 In case
18 Association of
merchants
22 Adriatic island
25 Capital of
Bangladesh
27 Autho~
Bagnold
29 Miss by a
whisker
31 Paradise Lost
character
32 Ciao,in
Chelsea
33 Gavethe
once-over

34 N-S
connection
35 Babe's hue
36 Youngor
Penn
38 Low lier
40 Cgsunit
44 Yelled at
45 'Willie and the
Hand Jive"
recorder
46 Oscar Wilde
specialty
47 Get
(ditch)
51 Deluge with
decibels
53 More recent
55 Allan-_
56 Concise
57 Woofer sound
58 Came down to
earth
59 Hoo-ha
61 Verbalized
sigh
63 Proof of
purchase
65 Alice spin-off
67 GPgp.
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Beli"hda Btaad ~ac~"'"h Sars
$a~N ~on~
Yf&aoe%$e
Yf&eap~
This year's law school talent show
When I said it wasn't too fun for my
was the perfect way to end my three
friend, the response l got was pretty
years at USO. It gave me new insight
much, "that's too bad,"-and "I don't
care what he thinks of me."
into myself and others. Since this is
the third time I ha.ve been involved in
Is this why people hate lawyers?
producing this show I have come to
Is being·mean, heartless and insensibe prettY proprietary about it but still
tive a prerequisite to being successful?
think it should be a free-for-all where · I know other people on Law Review
law students with a desire to entertain
who are lovely, gentle people. Does
can get up and go for. it. · My co-prolaw school draw people with a predisducers had other ideas and wanted a
position to selfishness? Do you have ·
more stmctured, organized and closed
to kill someone else in order to win?
event. I was told I couldn't do a song What happens to your soul when
and skit that were in "questionable
you can cut people to the quick and
taste." (For those of you who were at
not even realize or ~are about what
the 1994 show and saw the Brides of
you have done?
·Christ do our act, you know what I'm
There are many people at our
capable of doing.)
school who would never deliperately
Way before this year's co-produchurt another person if they could help
ers ever even heard of the Law School it. Lots of our feltow student's work
hard to raise money for worthy chari- .
Talent Show, I had been working oil
my friend to get his band to play at
ties and causes. Their hearts are in
the show. I bugged him the first year.
the right places. But beware, the
I bugged him the second year and
fierce competition that law school
then finally this year I got a note sayencourages can take it's toll on your
ing he wanted to play. I was so
more tender emotions! The world happy. I knew that my co-producer
would be lot better place if we all
didn't want another hand but I tried
made an effort to accommodate the
to suggest all kinds of tbings that
wishes of others when it would co~t
would take her concerns into considus nothing to do so.
eration; they c;ould play before the
We are entering a profession with
show beside the stage and out of the
a very bad reputation. Let's try to eleway. Nothing would change her atti- · vate ·the public's opinion of lawyers
tucle. She let my friend know he was- by being examples of kindness
n't wanted and I could see how disinstead of selfishness. Generosity' is
appointed he was. I just felt sick. I
more attractive than greed. We are
knew how much he had been looking lucky to have a superior education.
We don't have the right to be meanforward to finally playing in front of
his friends at school. They had been
spirited just because we are part of a
rehearsing four numbers and would
profession that encourages competihave been willing to play one song
tion instead of cooperation. Accordhere and there in order to fit in, had
ing to Allen Snyder, the future is in
anyone bothered to try and accomonegotiation and mediation, not doing
date him. After he went away in disbattle like gladiators of old. We .can
gust, I asked why we couldn't make
start moving in that direction by takroom to include everyone who wanting better care of each other.
ed to play with us.' The response I
People of good cheer, keep in touch.
got was that it would be more "fuQ
for us" if the show went smoothly
Correspondence can be e-mailed to
without a lot of stops and starts.
Belinda at belinda@cnsii.com.
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SPORTS
ed by elves to make cookies) and
Shut the Hell Up goes on to
Well, the season is about over
. unprecedented season. This will be
and my reign as Czar must end.
the headline when this unlikely
motley crew goes on to win the
Unfortunately for all of us it is
unlikely to end with the same kind
title. The only possiDle competition
will be from Funk}tbones, and perof flare as Czars of history. Though
I do believe that a properly-conhaps APAISA, .the day Dean
Strachan goes on the wagon.
ducted beheading can be quite dignifying, I would prefer to keep this
Unfortunately, the Co-Rec
one for awhile, just in case I get a
league offers little in the way of
pre-tournament excitement.
job after law school.
Section A and Section C have little
or no chance, APALSA will likely
Competitive softball
forfeit the ·most important game of
Once again, I have no idea
where each team stands in the rank- the year, and Faculty measures victories by whether they lost by less
ings, so I will just have to go off
mns than another team. Shut the
what I do know, which is little.
Hell will win and Wayne will wonSeveral teams are poised for the
der why. Now on to basketball.
championship. Natural Born
Killers (NBK) is looking at their
Basketball
third title and a great finish to their
The regular season has finally
fine law school Intramural careers.
ended and two teams have come
All or Nothing and Kaiser Sosa
Conspiracy (KSC) want to knock
up undefeated. They are
,
them off the pedestal.
Superchronic and Jerry B.'s Kids.
With only one loss, Hans
Unfortunately for KSC, they
· face NBK in the first
Lauterbach's Happy
round and even
Fishermen are close
though KSC finally
behind. The rest of
beat NBK for the
the field has no
more than five
first time this year
it was by forfeit.
wins and the
just like NBK,
Tackling
KSC is graduating
Dummies have
and looking at
the illustrious
one final shot.
honor of bringing
All or
up the rear,
Ngthing has
behind even
turned into someFaculty, with noththing. After a dising to show except
mal start and even
for $100 not so well
though they are well 'in
spent. I am not sure
the bottom half of the
any team has ever finished
league overall, they have
off the season with not one
finally shown some quality play.
victory to their name, but then
Putting away ten <lingers last
again forfeiting against Faculty is
Saturday, All or Nothing has been
not the best way to improve your
heard to say "repeat." But before
"win" column.
they start talking too ,much trash, ·
The playoffs look to be interestthey must recognize that a large
ing, but since they will be mostly
over by the time this emerges, I will
. part of their late season succe.ss was
due to a juiced ball. "
say this. The Happy Fisherman or
Big Red, with the recovery of
Superchronic will win the West and
Steve "Don't ever call on me ·
even though Deflated Balls is numagain in Tax" Jonker, and the
ber one in the East, their slim victoreturn of Colin Rice, is finally ·
ry over Chub suggests that
showing that their off-sea~on adjustChristmas came a bit too early this
ments weren't so bad. · Look for this
year. Sorry Sean, it is just not
team to be a spoiler. Led by Jon
going to happen.
"I'm not that old" Cohen t() rally
It was a tough loss for Chub,
the troops including their mascot
struggling to get a third win, when
and player John Ash to a possible
Jesse Blythe fouled the shooter in
· the last second with a tie score.
victory.
I apologize to Section A and
After missing the first free throw,
Section C, I cannot think of anyDeflated Balls drained the second
thing nice to say, so on instmction
for a slim victory. Final score 31-30;
what is this, UCLA vs. Princeton?
from my mother, I will say nothing
at all. Finally regarding Section 8 .
Since the East will not see Deflated
Since]ake will not be able to
Balls, it will be either Phi Canta
recruit the USO baseball team for all Slamma or The Shawn Bradley
hi~ talent, there will be a defensive
Experience. Something to note,
vacuum on this team. Hopefully
Phi still cannot slam, but he can
miss a hell of a lay-up.
their opponent will be able to
exploit it.
Before I end this, I just want to
So who will win? I don't know
say that I hope all of you who are
hut it will be an exciting champi~
leaving have as much fun over the
onship mn. It would be exciting
last three years as I have. Thank
enough to see Ash go for another
you for the fun, and good luck to
inside-the-park homer.
you all in your endeavors.
Lastly, Ryan, I got myself that tCo-rec softball
shirt you wanted. I also got one for
Bill Kuebler is missing (though
you. you can wear it over your
rumor has it he has been conscriptmansierre.
By
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If Everyone Takes'· e·ar/Bri
.Or ·sarpassers ..• ··
PASS RATE·S PLUMMET AT PRACTICALLY-·
ALL CALI.FORNIA LAW SCHOOLS!
ABA APPROVED LAW SCHOOLS
1994

LAW
SCHOOL ·

1995

1994

PASS RATE

PASS RATE

DROP

%

LAW
SCHOOL

Cal Western

87°/o

. 82o/o

-5°/o

BoaIt

Golden Gate

81 ?/o

76°/o

Hastings

.89°/o

- 5°/o .Davis
79°/o - 10°/o UCLA ·

Loyola

92°/o

83°/o

-

- 9°/o

.

··
"' ;- 7°/o'·;' USF .......
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- 3°/o

Santa Clara

Southwestern 86°/o
Stanford
91°/o

80°/o
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USC

· Pepperdine
_,.

-~.:.
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-

USO
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94°/o
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- 1°/o
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- 4°/o
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88°/o
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Schleisman loses valiant battle with cancer
A personal tribute by
one of the many
whose life he touched ·

said, "She is adorable." He continued
teasing, where we could both laugh
on for a time about what a blessing
about my fear of the teacher's incochildren are and how fortunate I was
herent rambling, a difficult final, and
to have a daughter. He never referred
an intangible subject, made my anxito his pain as "pain," but referred to
eties less; it made the day light. The
his predicament as "semi-retirement."
temptation to grow irritated, to grow
By KENNETH LONG
And his cancer did not leave him
impatient and vent frustration-I am
without humor. When I came to camDean Paul Dominic Schleisman,
sure cam~ to Schleisman, but it did
Director of Textbooks, passed away
pus to interview for the Army JAG,
not win. He was gentle. He was
Schleisman, who had lost his hair durearly in. the morning on April 14. His
peaceful.
ing his chemotherapy, hoped for my
death followed a long and often
Schleisman was a constant source
Photo courtesy of USD Bookstore
success so we could have matching
painful struggle with cancer. Schleisof encouragement for students in their
occupational pursuits. He inquired · haircuts. He loved to ask Jaw stuman, 42, is survived by his wife Carol
mit. He was devoted to his children
dents how close
and three children. He was buried
regularly about
and family. Schleisman also respected
they were to gradafter a brief service on April 19.
and
student's goals
USO a great deal, often reminding me
uating-they
At his funeral, Dean was eulowas excited aqout
of the good education I was receiving
gized as a man who thoroughly
would say one
the opportunities
and telling me of the University's
The last time I spoke
enjoyed every minute of life. He
semester or two.
unfolding for othkindness during his illness.
enjoyed the outdoors and new experiers. He was never with Dean, his pain was He would remark
· This trait, his ability to win smiles
swayed. by the staences. Born in Western Iowa in 1954,
how
and show sincerity, is perhaps what I
so excruciating that he about
Dean attended a "one room schooltistics of a failing
relieved they must
will remember best. From time to
feel .and congratuhouse" in South Dakota where stucould not finish a senjob market and
time, as I grow older, I find myself
dents of all grades and all levels were
·low salaries. You
late
the students •
participating in conversations about
tence; yet he still man· could not engage
lumped together to learn. During this ·interest rates, student loans, and the
on getting through
time, Schleisman
him in a negative . aged to ask, "How's
such a difficult
pressures of adulL
learned to work
discussion without
course load. Then
life that I so loathe.
your job search?"
hard at his father's
his constant interhe would pause
Schleisma n could
Despite the pressures
hardware store.
jection: "Someand say, "And
always keep the
This habit of
then you have the
thing good will
pre,5sures of tlris life
of his work, church,
working hard folbar. " He usually
come up." He
well in check..
and family, he made it When scores of
lowed him
could be heard a
remembered what
good distance
throughout his life. a point to eat M&M 's
interviews I had
undergraduates
away, howling with delight. He could
An archeologist by
firms and always asked for
every day and bake _ invaded the book- ·with
tease law students like no one else.
trade, Schleisman
progress reports. The last time 'I
store demanding
But after every little tease, he remindtraveled the Rocky his legendary choco- ·
spoke with Dean, his pain was so
this and that, he
Mountains piecing late chip cookies as
ed his friends that we would all pass
excruciating that he could not finish a
smiled the best that
together bits of the
easily and that there were exciting
sentence; yet he still managed to ask,
he could and con- .
often as time would
past. Prior to his
opportunities for us outside of USO.
"How's your job search?" When I told
tinued to help stuShortly before his death-when
appointment at
him what few opportunities I had, he
dents individually, .
permit.
USO, he owned
his doctor told him his time was
told me how excited he was for my
sincerely concerned
his own bookstore .._l!lll!illlllllllllllll•llllllllll8111111
\;, <.; .,:;; for their best inter- , , 1 futu~e- Qespite ?is il~q<;ss and pai!1,l; ··:. short--".'true t():h,is 9ptjmism, Dean
•i .
L. I El
and from time to · ··
ests. At one such
he was genuinely concerned for my
planted a garden in the backyard of
time worked in other fields. Every
time, I asked him to help me find a
future well-being.
his Clairemont home. He hoped for
place he worked, including USO, he
Constitutional Law book. The bookThe Dean's cancer did not diminthe best, for others and for himself,
was loved and respected a great deal.
ish his warm personality and optistore was packed and people were
and I carinot help but .believe the canDean was remembered as a light
mism. Pri01: to his death, I brought
upset, but he .dropped what he was
cer did not win..
to people whose lives were dark. He
doing to retrieve a book from the
The University of San Diego has
my baby daughter, 18 months old, to
easily made friends and was sincere
his room in Sharps Hospital. In typiback. Before handing it to me he
lost a valuable staff member with the
and caring. Despite the pressures of
cal 18-month-old form, my daughter
remarked how heavy that book was
passing of Dean Paul Dominic
his work, church, and family, he made and how he had better not put a lot
grabbed for his i.v. tubes, almost cutSchleisman. Those wpo knew him
it a point to eat M&Ms every day and
ting off his supply of pain medicine
personally have been dealt a hard
on the shelf because thex were so
bake his legendary chocolate chip
heavy-then smiled wide as he so
and ruining a good vein-maybe even blow by his loss. He will be sorely
cookies as often as time would peroften did. This ohe little incident of
a good arm. fie just laughed and
missed.

Aman who
brightened
the lives of
both young
and old
alike, Dean
Schleisman
fought his,
physical
pain with
·kindness to
others.

Cramming for finals? Study this·· guide
By EYDIE KAUFMAN

It's high noon for law students,
and we need all the ·ammo we can
get. Therefore, I offer to you a purely
subjective and unscientific evaluation
of some of the best and worst that
mass marketing hype has to offer in
the way of guiding lights for !,a w students, ranked on a scale of 0-4 stars.
FI.ASH CARDS: The mother of all
methods. I swear by 'em, but be sure
to get the Law in a Flash brand.
They're great fun, highly portable,
good for a laugh, and can even
induce involvement of unwilling nonlaw school participants. I know, I
thought they were stupid too, but they
really do help and it's more fun than
any study guide out there. Try it,
you'll like it! ****
, GILBERT'S STUDY GUIDES: Gives a
fairly good overview, depending on
the subject. Short. outline up front and
long, tedious explanation makes the
flesh of the text. Does help clarify
issues and identifies major cases to

know. The Civil Procedure guide is
especially nice, since it now includes a
table to cross-reference your text. · Not
the best, but cheaper than hornbooks,
***
EMMANUEIS: Just like Gilbert's but
less precise. Uses more plain language and more "chic" than sometimes overly detailed Gilbert's, but I've
found some major misstatements in
Emmanuels. Mostly it's a "p" thing
(preference).

*•lz

they come in every shape, size and
flavor. Best bet is to as,k. your professor for a recommendation, but if they
dislike study guides, they may yell at
you a bit. Worth the risk to find out,
though, since hornbooks generally do
provide infinitely more accura,te information. Heavier and more technical
than Gilbert's .or Emmanuel's, but if
you can muddle through you're prob. ably better -qff.

***•lz

TAPF.S/VIDEOS/CD-ROM GUIDF.S:
can't learn this way. Why? Too damn
e.xpensive, that's why. Sorry, I stick
with the cheap stuff, like guides I can
freely access at the library. N/A

HOW TO DO WEIL IN IAW SCHOOL
-DELANEY SERIES: Where have you
been all my academic life? Should've
read this long ago. Recommended by
a reliable and revered professor, this
guide teaches the underlying psychology and techniques needed to do well
on exams. Also covers how to study,
do outlines, assess your strengths and
weaknesses .. ,oh the fun is never-ending! Great for gai'ning insight into the
goal of the grueling, grinding grading
thing. ****

SEIGEL'S PRACflCE TESTS:
Awesome .test preparation and available at the library. Model answers are
so well written that they inspire and
nauseate. Even the multiple choice
are fairly good, if only to build up
mental stamina in muddling through
complex and overwhelming details.
****

HORNBOOKS: There's millions and

BLOND'S GUIDF.S: Cute little black

books. That's the good part. Way
oversimplified, and lacks the meaty
explanations that one who seeks out a
study guide is yearning for. I'd pass;
there are better out there. t'c
LEGALINFS: Just the facts, ma'am.
Basically good if you have trouble
briefing cases. If you understand
cases and want overall comprehension, they're not ideal. Be sure if'Y'ou
do use this to get the one corresponding to your particular textbook and its
authors.**
CASENOTE LEGAL BRIEFS: Brief is
the key word. Too brief, too simple,
too much to waste your time or
money on this one. Gives bare,
unhelpful and often incomplete briefs
of cases. Walk on by. 1/z for effort.
GLANNON'S CIVIL PROCEDURE:
Revered in certain student circles,
Probably one of the only semi-coherent Civil Procedure guides. Helpful as
a suppiement, but 'lacking in some
areas. ***
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Arthur Andersen,
one of the largest
CPA firnis ·.. .·
in the nation, ·
·confirnis BAR/BRI
published·false .
statistics:
.

-

'r'fh.e numbers BAR/BRI published as passes
of first time takers from Stanford for the July
1994 California _Bar.. Exam ·overstated the.
number of people ·who passed using BAR/
: BRI. The effe'ct of BAR/BRI's overstatement
of the number of their passes was that their
.· published pass rate was inflated beyond what ·
it actually must have been."
Arthur Anderson & Co. SC February 1996
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end-of-the-year party ·

and alumni mixer last Friday

at China Camp Restaurant yeilded a much
higher turnout than in previous years,
~
~
according to graduating Pre$ident Marty
~
Lorenzo . . About 62 present and past USD
students and staff came to dine on Chinese if
food and talk. about the ."0ld .days" and future plans, and to congratulate graduates and
welcome the,.- new APALSA board. Anq, _maybe, a little networl<:ingwent down. Maybe.
gi

!
0

.

,,;·\

--.1·

~ From left: Former C.aree; Servfce~ counselor Mary Ann Salabar;
_alumni Fred Soto, Paul Dulin, and Junko and Dan Henry; and
students Kendie Chung, Judith Lihosit, and Jon Bialecki.

r

Faculty advisor Cynthia Lee makes time to
pose with students (from left) Jae-Hee Choi,
Janet Lee, Laura Furness, and
Kendie Chung.
.
.

~

1L students
....
(from left) Blake
·Kawano, Bill
Pham, APALSA,
President-elect
Jennifer Choe,
and Secretaryelect Vanessa
Ellerman take
time out from
studyiTJ,g to feast
- · with their·friends. · '"" ··

Past, present, and .....
future: (from left) ·
Graduating APALSA
President Ma_rty
Lorenzo; alumnus
•Municipal Court
. Judge Dana Sabraw;
President-elect Choe
and board member
Edmund C/1,f!ng; forme~ staff advisor
Mary Ann Salabar;
'93 graduate Christy
Yee; and former
APALSA President
Lynelle Hee.

Sports and Entertainment Law Society
raises $850 for Special Olympics

Olympics not only for the common interest in
. sports but·for other reasons as well. Patrick'
Murphy states, "It's a good organization that
qoesf°i't always have the money it needs. And
it helps out a lot of little kids, get's the m out
there competirig. " Adds Mark Slipoch, the
By THOM HIPKE
president of the club, "I have always been
concerned with Special Olympics and this
The Sports and Entertainment Law Society was a good way to do something for them.
recently presented a check for $850 to the
Hopefully [the memorabilia auction] will be
Special Olympics. The money is from the
an annual event for us."
proceeds of the memorabifia .auction the club
held ·in the first floor of the law school.
Crossword Answers
Items the dub. held for auction ranged
lOOO
from a-San Diego Charge rs cheerleade r" calen~ V 3 t;• 0 0 0 .L s
0 3 3 N
dar to a poster-size superglossy of New
3 s 1 3• v
3 . 3 1 OIS
3 t; v :l :l t; V H
.L :l 0 1 v
England Patriots' tight-end Ben Coates.
0 3 0 v OD •v 3 s v • .L v 8
I
.L
t;
.
v
3
01
N
I
!l
3
However, as the club treasurer Patrick
0 I d 3 .L • .L 3 N N 3 t;
av
t; 3 0 t; v 018 AV no
Murphy said, "The big score was the Walter
3 l ~·
V O
l :J
0 3 1 d
Payton autograph football. That brought in ·
AV 0 I 1 0 H )( :JO o • seo
3 l V N 00 • s VO 1 0
the most money." The actual amount the
• 3 t; I
0 3 IN 30 •
.L ·S 3 • .L 1 3 ~
n 3 /\v s
football brought in was not disclosed for pris 3 .L 0 N. d n 0 t; D t; 3 I d
vacy ~easons.
3 :J I N o • 3 1 DO I o 3 1 0
1 v t; 0
t; V. 3 .L I ~ t; I :l
The Sports and Entertainment Law Society
p.IOMSSOJO eCJ!i MSSO!iO
chose to donate the proceeds·to the _Special

.

-- __ , -- ---

Presenting the $850 check to a representative of the San
Diego County Special Olympics are (left) Sports and
Entertainment Law Society Treasurer Patrick Murphy and ·
(right) President Mark Slipock.
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STUDENTS WHO HAVE PASSED THE BAR EXAM TAKING ·
··A FULL SERVICE BAR REVIEW:
- 1

BAR REVIEW

More than

'

West/BarpasserS
. Bar Review™

West!Barp:LS.~rs Bar Review i.s a trademark of \V~t

Publishing Company

THE NUMBERS SPEAK FOR
THEMSELVES ·.

..
I

-I
l

•,

Get the Power of Experience™ ·
-

For more information on what makes BAR/BR! the nation's number one bar review, contact your campus representative
OR call 800/995-5227
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